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YATZY BOOSTS COMPETITIVE SPIRIT WITH NEW MULTI TABLING FEATURE
ON WINDOWS PHONE 7&8
Yatzy Free and Yatzy for Windows phone 7&8 is the first Yatzy game on the market with
multi tabling feature which will put players’ skills on test
Yatzy, the top dice game on the market, introduced multi tabling feature and is
currently the only Yatzy game on the market with this feature. Yatzy broke the
stereotype of being a game of luck, and challenges players to use their strategy
and multitasking skills to master the game.
The online mode which gave top players the option to gather and create the most
exciting Yatzy competitions, now is enhanced with the option to play up to 4
games simultaneously. The user friendly design and graphics, enables the player
to easily navigate from one gameplay to another, and the visual hints will keep them up to date with their
progress and time left.
“The popularity of the online mode exceeded our expectations and we knew that we need to work in this
direction and deliver something unique and intriguing. This will especially make happy our most loyal
players, who have advanced the game and this is a completely new challenge for them.” says Marija
Keleshoska, marketing specialist at Game.IO.
Owners of Windows Phone 7 and 8 devices can download Yatzy free of charge or get the full version at
discounted price from the Windows Phone Store and challenge their friends and family. Players will enjoy
hours of fun playing Yatzy and they are encouraged to share their thoughts and comments via reviews in
the store.
To stay up to date with the latest Game.IO developments join them on Facebook, Twitter and VKontakte
or simply contact them on support@game.io.

About Game.io: Game.IO is exclusive social casino multiplayer platform with Casino, Board and Dice reinvented
games and provides the players with the best of classic and modern games in a new and exciting way.
More at support@game.io.

